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ADVISORY WARNING

Alert numbers:  A12/1689/16 and A12/1700/16 
Category:  Electrical appliances and equipment
Risk level:  Serious risk
Product user:    Consumer
Product:  Travel plug adapter
OECD Portal Category:       78000000 - Electrical Supplies
Description:   Travel plug adapter
Country of origin:  China
Risk type:  Electric shock
Risk description:  Live parts of the socket are accessible.

The earth connection may not work.
The product does not comply with the
requirements of the Low Voltage
Directive and the relevant national standard.

Measures ordered by Recall of the product from end users,
public authorities:  Withdrawal of the product from the market.

It has come to our notice recently that dangerous travel adapters are now widely available. A very 
high proportion of these 

  
adapters are dangerous and pose a possible electric shock hazard. Most do not have 

any earth connection and are not CE compliant as described. If unused pins are not retracted they are 
LIVE. This applies to all socket types UK, European, French, Australian, USA. If unused pins touch a metal 
object such as a steel or an aluminium socket they trip the electrical system which cuts power to the socket. 
However if pins hang free, or make contact with a plastic surface they remain live. 

At Sleeptite, having identified the problem, we put considerable resources into R&D to mitigate the risks in 
using these adapters with our Powerstation® products.

All our Powerstations® are CE certified, and are safe. However as a duty of care  to our users we have re 
configured all our sockets and where necessary, added “preventers” to deter the use of these adapters. 
These changes were rolled oout during 2017. For Powerstations® already in the market place, we can offer a 
“stick on” preventer which works for UK, French and European Schuko socket types. WE offer these 
solutions with no guarantee of 100% avoidance of electric shock. This issue applies to all sockets including 
wall sockets 

European Commission
Rapid Alert for Dangerous Travel Adapters

The above ‘No Adapter Use’
symbol is also available should
you wish to use it for your
safety notices. 
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UK and European preventers 
are available. These are 
supplied with a special high 
performance glue.
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